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O. Introduction 
Schiitzenberger's construction is a construction involving Young tableaux and 
may be found in either of the two works [2] and [3] by Schiitzenberger. It is 
described in these works as an operator which acts on the numbers appearing in a 
Young tableau. In a lecture at the Permutations Colloquium in Paris in July 1972, 
however, Schiitzenberger described how this construction could be used on a skew 
tableau to "reduce" it to a Young tableau. (A skew tableau is similar to a Young 
tableau, but does not necessarily have its rows aligned on the left.) The initial 
sections of this present paper give a description of this reduction process. 
The reduction process, though, when applied to a skew tableau, is not in general 
unique. Even so, it appears that all reductions of a given skew tableau produce the 
same Young tableau. Schiitzenberger made this conjecture at the colloquium. The 
purpose of this paper is to prove this conjecture. 
During the course of the proof, we need to establish a connection between 
Schiitzenberger's construction and a construction of Schensted. This construction 
of Schensted was originally used to find the lengths of longest increasing and 
decreasing subsequences of a sequence, but has since proved to have many other 
applications in the study of Young tableaux. All references to Schensted in this 
paper will refer to [1]. 
Applications of Schiitzenberger's construction and further connections with 
constructions of Schensted and Robinson may be found in [2-4]. 
1. Definitions 
Let n be a pOSItive integer. A partitIOn of n is a set of positive integers 
(A lt A2 •... , AN) such that Al + A2 + ... + AN = n. It is usual to write (Ah A2 ••..• AN) in 
descending order of magnitude; i.e. Al ~ A2 ~ ... ~ AN > O. The partition 
(AItAz ..... AN) will be denoted by (A). 
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The frame of (A), denoted by ~(A), is a finite subset of Z x Z (where Z is the set 
of integers) defined as follows: 
~(A) = {(i, j(i»} where i = 1,2, ... , N, 
j(i)= 1,2, ... ,A;. 
. 
Example. (A)=(2,2,1) is a partition of 5, and ~(A)={(I,I), (1,2), (2,1), (2,2), 
(3, I)}. If we imagine the plane Z x Z to be divided into unit squares, ~(A) can then 
be thought of as a selection of unit squares in the plane, see Fig. 1. (Note the 
direction of the axes.) • 
(1, 1) (1,2) 




Now consider two partitions (A) = (At, ... , AN) and (IL) = (1Lt, . .. , ILM) of nand m 
respectively, such that N > M, A I > IL t, and A, ;a. IL, for r = 2, 3, ... , M. 
Define ~(AI IL) = {(i, j) I (i, j) E ~(A), (i, j) ~ ~(IL )}. (AI IL) will be called a skew 
partition frame. 
For a given skew partition frame, ~(A IlL), we can define a square (1, J) to be a 
corner square of ~(AIIL) if the following three conditions are satisfied. 
(i) (1, J) ~ ~(A IlL). 
(ii) ~(A IlL) U (1, J) is a skew partition frame. 
(iii) 1:fO, 1 :fO, N, 1:fO, J :fO, A I • 
Corner squares may be of two types. 
(i) (1, J) is an upper corner square if (1', J') ~ ~(A IlL) for all l' :fO, 1 and 1':fO, J. 
(ii) (1, J) is a lower corner square if (1',1') ~ ~(A/ IL) for all 1';a. 1 and J';a. J. 
Example. The shaded squares form a skew partition frame ~(A IlL) where (A) = 
(9,8,8,8,2,2) and (IL) = (7,7,6,4,1) (see Fig. 2). The unshaded squares are corner 
squares; i-iv are upper corner squares, v-vi are lower corner squares. 
Fig. 2. 
If (IL) is a partition of 0, i.e. M = 0 and (IL) = <P, then the frame ~(A IlL) will be 
written ~(A). Note that a frame ~(A / IL) has no upper corner squares if and only if 
(IL) is a partition of O. 
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We now define a numbering of a frame ;F(Alp.) to be a map 7'/ : ;F(A/p.)-Z+ 
(the set of positive integers), satisfying the two conditions 
7'/(i,j)~ 7'/(i',i') if i = i' and j <j', 
7'/(i,j) < 7'/(i',i') if j = j' and i < i'. 
Given a frame ;F (A Ip. ) and a numbering 7'/ of ;F (Alp.), the pair (;F (Alp. ), 7'/ ) will 
be called a tableau. If (p.) is a partition of 0, then the pair (;F(A), 7'/) will be called a 
Young tableau. 
2. Schiitzenberger's construction 
Let F = (;F(A/p.), 7'/) be a tableau. Consider an upper corner square (I, J) of 
;F(A/l.t) and construct a sequence {(I" I, )}~=o of squares by putting 
(10, Jo) = (I, J), 
{
(I, + 1,1.) 
(1'+10 J,+.) = 
(I" J, + 1) 
if 7'/(1, + 1,J,)~ 7'/(I"J, + 1), 
if 7'/ (I, + I, J, ) > 7'/ (I" J, + 1), 
for r = 0,1, ... , k - 1. (We may assume 7'/ (i, j) = 00 if 0, j) ~ ;F(A/p. ).) The sequence 
terminates with (lk, Jd when both (lk + I, Jd and (lk, Jk + 1) do not belong to 
;F(Alp.). 
We now construct a new tableau FI = (;Flo 7'/1) as follows. 
;F. is the frame ;F(Alp.) but with the square (1, J) added and (lk.1d removed; 
7'/1(i, j) = 7'/ (i, j) if (i, j) ~ {(I" I, )}~-o, 7'/1(1" J,) = 7'/ (1,+1,1,+1) for r = 0, I, ... , k - 1. 
The transition from F to FI is the basic step of Schiitzenberger's construction. 
Example. Consider F in Fig. 3 where the number in the square (i, j) is 7'/ (i, j). 
25 
1 4 6 
F= 2 4 5 8 
3 7 7 
r-
14 8 9 9 
Fig. 3. 
The square (I, J) = (1,3) is an upper corner square. We construct the sequence 
(1,3), (2,3), (3,3), (3,4), (4,4), (5,4). Hence, we construct the tableau FI as in Fig. 4. 
1 2 5 
4 4 6 
F. = 2 5 7 8 
379 
4 8 9 
Fig. 4 
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Having constructed a tableau F\ in Fig. 4 from a tableau F, we could now choose 
an upper corner square of F\ and construct a tableau F2 • Continuing thus, we would 
eventually produce a tableau Fm (where (11-) is a partition of m) which is a Young 
tableau. We shall call this process of producing a Young tableau Fm = (~(v), 11m) 
from a tableau F = (~(A/I1-), 11) reduction of F, and the Young tableau Fm , the 
reduced form of F. 
Example. Consider the reduction in Fig. 5. 
rnI1,1 3 2 3 I 2 4 I 4 3 5 3 5 VI I 2 3 3 4 5 
Fig. 5 '
1 rll 1 2 3 2 3 
3 4 3 4 
5 5 
Clearly, ~(A/ 11-) may have several corner squares and the tableau F\ is not 
uniquely determined by F. Similarly, F\ does not in general uniquely determine F2 • 
However, Schiitzenberger conjectured that the reduced form Fm is uniquely 
determined by F and is therefore independent of the reduction process. This 
conjecture will be proved in Section 5. Firstly, we shall need to establish a 
connection between Schiitzenberger's construction and a construction of Schen-
sted. 
3. Schensted's construction 
Let F(A) be a Young tableau and let r be any positive integer. Schensted's 
construction is a procedure for "inserting" r into F(A) to produce another Young 
tableau which will be denoted by [F(A) - r]. The construction is carried out as 
follows. 
(i) Insert r into the first row of F(A), either by displacing the smallest number 
which is greater than r, or if no number is greater than r, then by adding r to the end 
of the first row. 
(ii) If r displaces a number from the first row, then insert this displaced number 
into the second row, either by displacing the smallest number greater than it, or by 
adding it to the end of the second row. 
(iii) Repeat this process row by row until some number is added to the end of a 
row. 
(In the above steps, "adding to the end of a row" is interpreted as putting in the first 
column in the given row if the row does not already have any entries in it). 
Example. Consider r = 2 and F(A) to be as in Fig. 6. Consider inserting 2 into 
F(A). 
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W34 3 4 5 
Fig. 6 
Step (i), 2 displaces 3 from the first row (Fig. 7). 
Wi4 3 5 4 
Fig. 1. 
Step (ii), 3 displaces 5 from the second row (Fig. 8). 
ill:I'1 
Fig. 8. 
Step (iii), 5 is added at the end of the third row (Fig. 9). 
§Hr24 3 3 = [F(A)--2) 4 5 
Fig. 9. 
This construction is generally referred to as Schensted' s row construction. 
Schensted's column construction is a similar process of insertion for producing a 
Young tableau denoted by [r - F('\ )]. The column construction is obtained by 
replacing "row" by "column", and "greater than" by "greater than or equal to", in 
the description of the row construction. 
Thus, if we have F('\) from Fig. 10, and r = 2, then we have Fig. 11. 
F(A) = ill: 1'1 I2- F(A)I= W~ 1*] 
Fig. 10. Fig. 11. 
Lemma 1 (Schensted). Let F('\) be a Young tableau and let rand s be any pair of 
positive integers. Then, 
[[r - F(A)] ~ s] = [r - [F(A) ~ s ]]. 
Finally, we wish to consider the partition (~,) = (m), i.e. the partition of minto 
one part only. The frame 3i(m) is simply a single row of squares 
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{(l, 1), (1, 2), ... , (1, m )}. Consider a Young tableau F(m) = (f}'(m), 1]) and suppose 
1] (1, j) = aj for j = 1,2, ... , m. Hence we have that al ~ a2 ~ ... ~ am. 
Define [F(A) ~ F(m)] to be the Young tableau 
[[ ... [[F(A) - ad ~ a2]"'] -am]. 
Similarly, we can consider (,,) = (1 m). The frame f}'(1 m) is now a single column of 
squares. Suppose F(l'")=(f}'(lm),1]') is a Young tableau and let bi = 1]'(i,l) for 
i = 1,2, ... , m. We now have b l < b2 < ... < bm. 
Define [F(lm)_F(A)] to be the Young tableau 
[bm - [ ••• [b 2 - [b l - F(A)]]"']]' 
Corollary to Lemma 1. 
[[F(l')- F(A)] - F(s)] = [F(1')- [F(A) - F(s)]]. 
4. A connection between the constructions of Schensted and Schiitzenberger 
Consider the frame f}'(A). Represent f}'(A) diagrammatically as shown in Fig. 12. 
~(A) 1 
Fig. 12. 
Now add a single square just above and to the right of the top right corner of 




This is a skew partition frame g;(A'/J.L) where (A')=(AI+l.Ah .... AN ). and 
(J.L) = (A I)' Consider a numbering of this frame. This frame has only one upper 
corner square, and each time Schiitzenberger's construction is applied, the resulting 
tableau will have only one upper corner square until a Young tableau is produced. 
So reduction of this tableau does produce a unique outcome. Denote the reduced 
form of this tableau by T. However, by numbering the frame g;(A '/ J.L). we have 
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numbered gi(A) also, i.e. we have created a Young tableau F(A). If we assume the 
single square is numbered r, then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem I. T= [F(A)~r]. 
Proof. Before proceeding with the proof in general consider the following example. 
Consider the reduction in Fig. 14. Each time Schiitzenberger's construction is 
applied, the sequence {(I., J,)} is of the form 
(1, J), (2, J), ... , (p,J), (p,J + 1), (p + 1, J + 1), ... , (k, J + 1), 
(except possibly in the later stages of the reduction when it becomes' simply 







1 til 6 








515 171 I 5 IsIs 17J 
1 1 6 91 






Now consider Schensted's construction. Consider the insertion of the integer ro 
into the tableau F(A). Suppose that the insertion causes a number rl to be displaced 
from the first row, which in turn causes a number '2 to be displaced from the second 
row, etc., until the number ',_1 is displaced from the (t - l)th row and added to the 
end of the tth row. If we now consider a step in Schiitzenberger's construction, and 
consider the sequence 
(l,J) ..... (p,J),(p,J+ 1), .... (k,J+ I), 
then the number in the square (p. J + I) is rpJ. 
In other words, the displaced number 'p_1 "moves" leftwards along the pth row 
until it is above 'p after which it remains stationary and rp now moves along the 
(p + l)th row until it stops above rp+1 and so on. All other numbers move up one 
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row, remaining in the same column. The result of the theorem now folIows 
immediately. 





The proof is identical to the above if we interchange "row" and "column". 
Theorem 2. The reduced form of the tableau in Fig. 16 where F(m) is a single row of 





Proof. The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1, but slightly more general. 
Suppose F(m) = (gi(m), 1/) and suppose 1/ (1, j) = aj for j = 1,2, ... , m. Hence, 
al ~ a2 ~ ... ~ am. Now consider a typical step in the reduction of the tableau and 
the sequence {(J" J, )}~~o obtained by Schiitzenberger's construction. We define a 
square (Jp, Jp) to be an across square of this sequence if (Jp-h Jp- I) = (Jp, Jp - 1). Let 
{(Jp,Jpm~1 be the sequence of across squares, ordered so that Jp < Jp+!' We now 
have that the number in the square (Jp, Jp ) is the number displaced from the 
(Jp - l)th row by the insertion of ap. (If Jp = 1, then the number in the square (Jp,Jp) 
is simply ap .) The result of the theorem now follows. 
Corollary. The reduced form of the tableau in Fig. 17 where F is a single row of 
squares, is unique and equal to [F(A)-F]. 
I F J 
F(A) 
Fig. 17. 
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Corollary. The reduced form of the tableau (Fig. 19) where F is a single column of 




Finally, we wish to prove Schiitzenberger's conjecture for a special case. 
Consider the tableau in Fig 20. If we reduce this tableau by using first the c corner 
squares in the top row followed by the d + 1 squares in the first column, we shall 
denote this by 
(d)-+ (F(A) +-(c». 
c sq~ares ,I F(s) I 






By the corollaries of Theorem 2, we have 
(d)-+ (F(A) +- (c» = [F(l')-+ [F(A) +- F(s)]] 
which, by the corollary of Lemma 1, equals 
[[F(l')-+ F(A)] +-F(s)] = «d)-+ F(A»+-(c). 
Hence, we have the following lemma. 
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Lemma 2. (d)-(F(A)+-(c»= «d)-F(A»+-(c). 
Now consider an arbitrary reduction of the tableau. Suppose we use CI corner 
squares of the first row, followed by d l squares of the first column, followed by C2 
squares of the first row, followed by d2 squares of the first column, and continuing 
until we use Ck of the first row such that CI + C2 + ... + Ck = c, and then use the 
remaining dk + 1 squares of the first column, where d l + d2 + ... + dk = d. Express 
this reduction as 
Applying Lemma 2, this equals 
(dk + dk-l)- ( ... «dl)- (F(A) +- (CI)))' •• ) +- (Ck). 
Applying Lemma 2 again, this equals 
(dk + dk-l)- « ... «d l )- (F(A) +-(CI»)" . ) +- (Ck-I + cd), 
and by successive applications of Lemma 2, equals 
We have thus proved Schiitzenberger's conjecture in this special case. We state 
this in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. The reduced form of a tableau (f.F(A /,.,.), TJ), where (,.,.) is a partition of 
the form (c + 1, 1 d), is unique. 
5. Proof of Schiitzenberger's conjecture 
Consider a tableau F = (f.F(A / J-L). TJ). Express F diagrammatically as shown in 
Fig. 21. Suppose (,.,.) is a partition of m. The proof will be by induction on m. 
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We may start the reduction of F in several ways. Diagrammatically, we may 
express two of them as in Fig 22. 
Fig. 22. 
By the induction hypothesis, both of these will reduce to a unique Young tableau. 
If we can show that they reduce to the same Young tableau, then the proof is 
complete. 
Suppose the successive tableau in a reduction of FI are F2 , Fl , ••• ,Fm, and in a 
reduction of F: are F~, F~, ... , F:". If we can find particular reductions of FI and of 
F: such that F, = E for some r < m, then the proof is complete (since the reduction 
of F. is unique by the induction hypothesis). 
Consider the picture, Fig. 23. First "fill" the squares in :!F(JJ. '), i.e. use no corner 
square in :!F(JJ. ") until all the squares in :!F(JJ.') have been used as corner squares. By 
the induction hypothesis, the result is unique. But the resulting tableau belongs to 
both a sequence F2, ••• ,Fm and a sequence F~, ... , F:". Hence provided (IL) ;i (IL '), 
the result is established. When (JJ.) = (JJ. '), there are two possibilities to consider. 
-- - --- -r----, 
(1£") 
Fig. 23. 
(i) (JJ.) is of the form (c + 1, Id); 
(ii) (JJ.) is not of the form (c + 1, I d ). 
Case (i) has already been dispenced with in Lemma 3. Case (ii) implies the existence 
of a third corner square neither in the first row nor in the first column. We can use 
this corner square in conjunction with the one in the first row in the above 
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argument to show a unique outcome, or we may use it in conjunction with the 
square in the first column to show that we have the same unique outcome. 
We have thus proved Schiitzenberger's conjecture which we state in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3. All reductions of the tableau (fF(AIJ.L), 11) produce the same resulting 
Young tableau. 
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